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Abstract—Indian food processing industry is one of the largest in the world in terms of production, consumption, exports and growth opportunities. SMEs play a crucial role within this. Large manufacturing firms largely dominate innovation studies in India. Innovation sources used by SMEs are often different from that of large firms. This paper focuses on exploring various sources of innovation adopted by food processing SMEs in Kerala, South India. Outcome suggests that SMEs use various sources like suppliers, competitors, employees, government/research institutions and customers to get new ideas.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. SME Sources of Innovation

In relation to the nature of SME innovation activity, [13] surveyed 107 US Midwestern small business owners to explore potential linkages between the strategic orientation of the firm and its influence on innovation practice. Analysis of the responses suggested: ‘Overall, the empirical results of our study demonstrate that a small business owner’s proactive personality is linked to a strategic orientation for the small firm that permits flexibility and change in response to surrounding business conditions.

By employing a prospector strategy, these proactive owners have a direct impact on the goals and direction of their organizations. Moreover, this strategic orientation can also influence the types of innovations developed and implemented within the internal and external frame- work of the small business environment’ [13].

Reference [1] analyzed data collected from about 500 SMEs across six European countries to explore the influence of external relationships on innovation. The results suggested proactive relationships with suppliers, users and customers’ facilitated innovation, and that more consistent new product development outcomes were observed in those having links was associated with laboratories and research institutes. Reference [31] analyzed Australian Bureau of Statistics data from 1,435 SMEs, considering nine networking, innovation and performance related attributes. Positive correlations were found between networking, innovation and performance measures, with the networking-innovation link having a greater impact than the direct networking-performance link, supporting the view that innovation is a means of realizing benefits from social capital.

Reference [4] interviewed 30 (non-food) small firm owners/managers in Ireland to explore how networking influenced marketing outcomes, and found that networking could have a multitude of facets. Sixteen contributions were identified, including access to new knowledge of various kinds, and the identification of new cooperation and market access arrangements. Reference [32] explored some other networking attributes via in-depth interviews with 20 participants in four small Dutch manufacturing firms to explore the influences of ‘strong ties’ on innovation. Strong networkers developed multi-faceted relationships with individuals (e.g. common interests, technical links) that created more opportunities to remain in contact. By comparison it was suggested that a multiplicity of ‘weak ties’ could dilute the potential results from maintaining such relationships. The clear message from
such studies is that for SMEs there is a significant social dimension to their innovation activities. Reference [27], in their study of food manufacturing SMEs of Kerala focus on social dimensions of innovation.

**B. The Food Processing Industry**

Reference [3] explored the level of demand for innovation in 87 Italian food-manufacturing firms. Through focus groups and interviews they identified 285 different needs requiring an innovative solution, but for which firms did not have a solution in mind. Product innovation needs related to the guarantee for food safety, specific functional requirements, nutritional features, improved sensory features and increased convenience. Process innovations sought included reducing environmental impact, water and energy consumption, increasing yield and productivity. For SMEs we see such needs stimulating a continuing search for points of differentiation.

Food manufacturing industry studies suggest that relationships along the value chain can support innovation [38]. Reference [35] explored the drivers of product and process innovation in 177 firms in six EU rural areas. About 80% of the firms studied introduced some form of innovation over the preceding 5 years, with the majority introducing both product and process innovations. The skills of the innovative firm’s qualified technical workforce were clearly higher than that of the non-innovators. Leading firms were more likely to rely on services and external sources of innovation, and to undertake small-scale R&D activities. It is suggested here that whilst this may not lead to breakthrough innovation, it would enhance the capacity of the firm to absorb and adapt new technologies [36].

**III. METHODOLOGY**

The study has employed a multiple-case embedded design. To control for industry effects and to enable comparability, cases have been drawn from the food product manufacturing/processing Industry from the state of Kerala in South India. This subset is drawn from firms whose primary business is the manufacture of food additives, which includes food flavorings and taste enhancers, seasonings, colorings, processed herbs and spices, savory specialties, nutrients, and processing aids.

Three kinds of secondary data have also been used in our initial context analysis:

- Government and industry association statistics and reports related to SME innovations and the food-processing sector.
- Content analysis of the websites of 10 Food processing SMEs in Kerala. These websites generally contain information about the history of the firms, their main customers, and in some cases, their suppliers. The list was derived from the website of All India Food Processors’ Association (AIFPA).
- Statistics and reports available from websites of AIFPA, Dun & Bradstreet India and Government of India

We have also conducted in-depth semi structured interview with general managers / proprietors of two leading food processing SMEs of Kerala region. The interviews were conducted face-to-face at the firm’s premises by experienced researchers. Interviews were tape recorded and transcribed for ease of data analysis.

**IV. FINDINGS**

The following draws on national and regional data sources, as well as information collected during this study.

**A. Findings on Food Processing Industry in India**

Indian food processing industry is one of the largest in the world in terms of production, consumption, export and growth opportunities. The food processing industry is among the sectors reserved for the small-scale industry [7]. The Indian food processing industry accounts for 32% of the country’s total food market. Estimated to be worth USD 121 billion, it is one of the largest industries in India, and is ranked fifth in terms of production, consumption and exports. The industry employs 13 million people directly and 35 million people indirectly. It accounts for 14% of manufacturing GDP, nearly 13% of India’s exports and 6% of total industrial investment. Currently growing at more than 10% per annum, it is expected to touch USD 194 billion by 2015 [40]. This kind of a substantial growth figures are enabled because of the country’s strong base in the agricultural sector. According to the Ministry of Food Processing Industries, Government of India, the country is the largest producer of wheat and rice and also accounts for about 10% of the global fruit production, with India, topping the list of countries in mango and banana production. Adding to this, India is also the largest producer of milk and milk products in the world, accounting to almost 17% of the global milk production. [40]. As per the available information, it produces annually 90 million tonnes of milk, 150 million tonnes of fruits and vegetables, 485 million livestock, 204 million tonnes of food grains, 6.3 million tonnes of fish, 489 million poultry and 45,200 million eggs [3].

The following graph depicts the growth of the food processing industry and agriculture and their contribution to the country’s GDP.
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As seen in the graph above, the contribution of food processing sector to GDP has been growing faster than that of the agriculture sector. If the contribution to GDP of both
agricultural sector and food processing sector were growing at the same rate, then it would mean that the growth in food processing sector is only due to increased agricultural raw material supply. However, what this graph indicates is that more and more agricultural products are being converted (in value terms) to food products. This means that the level of processing in value terms has been increasing. At present there is no other estimate on the level of physical processing (Tonne or litre for litre) of various agricultural products in India.

B. Need for Innovation in Food Processing Industry

We can broadly define the term innovation as doing something new or a new way of doing something old [25]. The Indian food processing industry is not immune to change / innovation. There are numerous factors such as changing lifestyles, evolution of the concept of a nuclear family, women joining the workforce and spending lesser time in the kitchen, higher disposable income amongst families, and focus on healthier diet, that influence the players in this industry to come up with innovative products to satisfy these needs. The primary aims of the market players in this industry have been to increase the shelf life of perishable food products, to come up with new designs in packaging and also to come up with entirely new product ranges to cater specific needs of specific target markets. Some of the major food items that had been under the buzzer in the recent times include Edible oils, Soya, Oats, processed meat and fish categories, various fruit pulps, etc. A lot of focus has started flowing towards sugar-free food items, low calorie foods and artificial sweeteners, as India is slowly becoming the Diabetes capital of the world. Even innovative packaging has gained lot of momentum in recent years. According to a study, about 38% of the revenues of the packaging industry are sourced from the food processing industry. Similarly, as the consumer preferences change over time, there has to be a drastic shift in the level of innovation in the processing of foods too. Some of the innovative techniques of processing foods, to name a few, are Dehydration, Osmotic Drying, Freeze drying, Spray drying, Sterilization, Pasteurization, etc. Hence, the underlying concept here is, innovation comes into play during various stages of the food processing industry, whenever there is a change in the consumer preferences, lifestyle and day to day food habits [41].

1. Innovation Dialogues

Reference [14] in their popular book Managing Innovation: Integrating Technological, Market and Organizational Change identify several sources of innovation, out of which the present paper focuses of certain specific sources. Recombinant innovation - ideas and applications in one world transferred to the other, Watching others: Entrepreneurs observe the how other entrepreneurs (may be from the same segment or a different segment) provide solutions to similar problems. These entrepreneurs adapt and refine those ideas and finally develop solutions for the problems they face, Users as innovators: This kind of innovation is propelled by the desire for an individual or a group to modify the product to meet their needs [9].

During interview, most of the SME managers talked about sources or places from where they get innovations / innovative ideas. We asked this question to SMEs we studied and found following responses.

“We have got most of ideas and knowledge from CFTRI (Central Food Research and Technology Institute), Mysore. Customers used to give me lots of suggestions and they used to test products for us, too.”

“One of the reasons for change is suppliers. I have been getting lots of information from them. Once a new machine comes in the food industry, they will come and tell us a lot about that. They will explain the advantages of machine and of course one of the reasons for change is suppliers.”

“We are members of the AIFPA. They help us keep within the legal framework and give ideas for that”

“I keep relationships with the companies within the same league. We keep good rapport with our fellow companies and specially the main competitors. We mutually discuss problems faced and often mutually help each other.”

“I have direct communication with employees and they have rich experience. So, they provide the most crucial information on how to make products and services better.”

Clearly there are distinct discourses which give us idea on which are the sources of innovation for these SMEs. In following section, we consolidate and present the comprehensive list of sources which emerged from the research.

C. Sources of Innovation

1. Suppliers

Business networks are an important source of the innovation performance of firms [6], [10]-[12], [23], [24]. Suppliers form a key constituent of business networks. Reference [24] tried to identify a set of characteristics that can identify those suppliers that can make significant contributions to buyer–supplier collaboration. The statistical analysis of their survey data shows that a supplier’s technical characteristic and collaborative attitude and the buyer–supplier
relational characteristics on buyer–supplier relationships explain an important part of a supplier's contribution to buyer innovation. From the above study it is clearly understood that suppliers play a significant role in the flow of innovative ideas. This phenomenon was clearly reflected in our study too.

2. Competitors

Competitors can be noteworthy contributors to innovative ideas for a firm. Interaction outside the supply-chain, mainly with competitors [20], tends to be more informal, leading to knowledge spillovers that are more an unintended consequence of the relationship than its main purpose, as firms try to avoid direct transfer to rivals, but cannot control indirect transfer [8], [29]. The interviewed SME managers in our study also focused on the significance of competitors in developing innovative ideas and even stressed for a mutual understanding and relationship between competitors in wherever and however way possible.

3. Employees

Since employees carry a substantial responsibility for the actual adoption of new innovation management principles like open innovation, understanding the consequences and the managerial drivers of their attitudes to knowledge is of crucial importance [2]. Empirical evidence about employee attitudes to knowledge is not only scarce, but also inconsistent, as it suggests contradictory results. While most studies have found that employees tend to be unwilling to collaborate, i.e. negative attitudes to knowledge sharing predominate [16], [21], [28], [34] and others have documented the existence of overly positive tendencies to knowledge in sourcing [18], [19]. In our study, both the SME’s have elucidated positive employee collaboration and has successively contributed to the flow of new ideas. Further research with interactions with more companies may give contradictory results on this aspect.

4. Government/Research Institutes

Reference [22] conducted a study on the novelty of innovation in manufacturing firms with the evidence of the 1999 statistics Canada Innovation study. The policy implications deriving from the study results are worth noting. That is, novelty of innovation could be increased in developing policies promoting stronger linkages between firms and government laboratories and universities. Another study done by [15] examines the effects of inter-firm collaborations as well as the direct and indirect effects of government R&D support on innovation outputs, amongst Biotechnology SMEs in Korea. The government support through project funding directly and indirectly affects firms' innovation by stimulating internal R&D and domestic upstream and downstream collaborations. The study findings imply the importance of governmental R&D funding and networking with foreign universities and research institutions as well as downstream partners. In our Indian study, results seem to be two-sided. One of our samples focused heavily on Government Research Institutes like CFTRI and outlined the positives gained from them, whereas the other sample did not yield much of a positive linkage between sources of innovation and government/research institutions.

5. Customers

With respect to the customer’s role in sourcing out new ideas, quite an extensive literature exists, with one of them being done by [17], stating that customer participation may account for the effects of service firm innovation capabilities (both technical and non-technical) on service quality. Customer participation refers to “the degree to which the customer is involved in producing and delivering the service” [26]. Many firms increasingly focus their business practices toward actively encouraging customers to take on more active roles in the production of services [30], [37], [39]. The Indian perspective is no different too. In our study, both firms stressed upon the significant role played by customers in generating new ideas. Firms strongly believed that customers are strong and reliable source of innovation.

V. CONCLUSION

Emergent theme from our study is that food processing is a very important industry for India. Sources of innovation in food processing SMEs are not limited to technology and research and development done in-house. Because of resource scarcity and often limited budget for in-house R&D; SMEs use various sources like suppliers, competitors, employees, government / research institutions and customers to get new ideas. They are open to ideas from different sources and embed them into their organization. Further research can be carried out at larger sample size to verify whether this phenomenon is wide spread. Further research may also reveal extent to which these innovations are diffused and absorbed by SMEs.
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